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The velocity filtered joint density function(VFJDF) used in large eddy simulation and the structure
of the subgrid-scale(SGS) velocity are studied experimentally. Measurements are made in the fully
developed region of an axisymmetric turbulent jet(with jet Reynolds numberUjDj /n=40 000)
using an array consisting of three X-wire probes. Filtering in the cross-stream and streamwise
directions is realized by using the array and by invoking Taylor’s hypothesis, respectively. On the
jet centerline the means of the VFJDF conditional on the SGS turbulent kinetic energy are found to
be close to joint normal when the SGS energy is small compared to its mean but has a uniform
portion when the SGS energy is large. The latter distribution has not been observed previously and
suggests that the SGS velocity contains approximately linear structures and is under local rapid
distortion. The results at off-centerline positions are also consistent with the existence of linear
structures. Further analyses show that the SGS velocity field with large SGS energy is in
nonequilibrium(SGS production exceeds dissipation) and that the degree of nonequilibrium largely
determines the shape of the VFJDF. The conditional energy dissipation has moderate dependence on
the SGS velocity as expected due to their scale separation. However, the off-diagonal component of
the conditional dissipation tensor is non-negligible when the SGS energy is large, at least for the
Reynolds number studied. The present study suggests that the different structures and the local rapid
distortion observed are important for SGS modeling. The results also suggest that the
eddy-viscosity-type models for the SGS stress generally cannot give qualitatively correct
predictions for SGS turbulence under local rapid distortion. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1776194]

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-eddy simulation(LES) is gaining increasing im-
portance as an approach for computing turbulent reacting
flows.1–15 In LES of turbulent reacting flows, in addition to
the greater difficulties in modeling the subgrid-scale(SGS)
scalar fluxes compared to nonreacting flows, the main chal-
lenge is to model the effects of the SGS scalar mixing on
chemical reactions, because chemical reactions usually occur
at scales much smaller than LES filter scales. Therefore to
develop improved models for LES of reacting flows, under-
standing of the mixing of the SGS scalar by the SGS velocity
field is essential. As a step toward this goal, we investigate
the structure of the SGS velocity field in the present work.

One way to account for the effects of the SGS mixing in
LES is to model the scalar filtered density function(FDF),
which is essentially the weighted distribution of the scalar in
a grid cell and which can be used to obtain the filtered reac-
tion rate. The scalar FDF method solves a FDF transport
equation in which the effects of reactions on the evolution of
the FDF are in closed form while the SGS transport and
mixing terms are modeled. The capabilities of the FDF
method have recently been demonstrated.10 However, in this

approach the resolvable-scale velocity field is obtained
through other means(e.g., conventional LES in which the
filtered Navier–Stokes equations are solved). The SGS scalar
transport term is in effect modeled through a SGS scalar
eddy diffusivity obtained in the velocity LES. Furthermore,
the SGS scalar mixing is modeled independent of the veloc-
ity field. A more advanced approach solves the velocity-
scalar filtered joint density function(FJDF) transport equa-
tion, which is developed from the velocity-scalar joint
probability density function(JPDF) method.16 In this ap-
proach scalar transport by the SGS velocity is also in closed
form. In addition, because molecular mixing is local in both
composition and velocity spaces, inclusion of velocity infor-
mation into mixing models can potentially lead to a more
realistic description of the SGS mixing. This approach has
recently been established successfully.15 To develop im-
proved models used in the velocity-scalar FJDF approach,
understanding of the physics of the SGS velocity and scalar
fields is essential. Scalar FDF and its transport equation have
been previously investigated.17,18 In the present work we
study the velocity FJDF(VFJDF) and its transport equation
to elucidate the fundamental SGS physics of the velocity
field, which will provide a basis for studying the velocity-
scalar FJDF. Improved understanding of the SGS physics
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will also be important for modeling the SGS stress in LES of
nonreacting flows.

The VFJDF is defined as2,10
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wherev, d, andG are the sample-space variable for the fluid
velocity u, the Dirac delta function, and the filter function,
respectively. The integration is over all physical space. A
filtered variable is denoted ask·lL. The symbolk·l is used for
ensemble averages. Thus the VFJDF is the filtered fine-grain
density, kpi=1

3 dfui −viglL, and represents the weighted joint
distribution of the velocity components in a grid cell. For a
top-hat(box) filter fusvddv is the fraction of fluid in the grid
cell whose velocity components are betweenvi andvi +dvi.
A VFJDF obtained using a non-negative filter satisfies all the
properties of a JPDF.

The transport equation of the VFJDF can be obtained
using its definition [Eq. (1)] and the Navier–Stokes
equations:13,16
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wherek·uu=vlL denotes a conditionally filtered variable con-
ditional on the velocity vector and double prime denotes
SGS variables. The left-hand side is the time rate of change
of the VFJDF and transport of VFJDF in physical space. The
terms on the right-hand side(RHS) represent transport in
velocity space by the resolvable-scale pressure gradient, by
the SGS pressure gradient, and by viscous acceleration. Gal-
ilean invariance of Eq.(2) has been shown.19 The SGS pres-
sure gradient and viscous terms can also be written as
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wheresik andeik=ns]ui /]xjds]uk/]xjd are the strain rate and
the dissipation tensor, respectively. The terms on the RHS of
Eq. (3) are mixed transport of VFJDF by the SGS pressure in
physical and velocity spaces, transport in velocity space by
the-pressure-rate-of-strain, viscous diffusion in physical
space, and transport in velocity space by the velocity dissi-
pation tensor. Gicquelet al.13 have developed a stochastic
model based on the generalized Langevin model developed
for the probability density function(PDF) method.20 Com-
parisons between results using the VFJDF approach show
improvements over those using conventional LES with Sma-

gorinsky and dynamic Smagorinsky models in several as-
pects such as SGS stress and SGS energy production, and are
comparable in other aspects.

In the present work we study the characteristics of the
VFJDF and some of the SGS terms in the VFJDF equation.
Unlike PDFs, a VFJDF is not a statistic, but a random pro-
cess, and must be characterized statistically. For a filter size
smaller than the integral length scale, the mean VFJDF ap-
proximately equals the velocity JPDF, which is generally not
far from joint Gaussian in regions of fully developed flows
without large-scale intermittency.21,22 Issues in modeling the
JPDF equation have also been studied in terms of Lagrangian
statistics for stochastic modeling23 which can be used to
model the Lagrangian PDF equation.

Other important characteristics of the VFJDF can be re-
vealed by its conditional means. Previous investigations of
conditional scalar FDF(SGS PDF) and scalar-scalar-
dissipation FJDF have provided important characteristics of
the SGS scalar field. The SGS scalar has been found to be in
quasi-equilibrium(SGS production equal to or smaller than
dissipation) and nonequilibrium(SGS production exceeds
dissipation) for small and large SGS scalar variance,
respectively.17,18 Here for convenience we refer both the
cases of SGS production equal to and smaller than dissipa-
tion as quasi-equilibrium because the SGS scalar has very
similar characteristics for the two cases. The FDF and the
terms in its transport equation in these two regimes have
qualitatively different characteristics. For quasi-equilibrium
SGS scalar the FDF is on average close to Gaussian and the
scalar dissipation has only moderate dependence on the SGS
scalar. These properties are similar to those of unfiltered sca-
lar fluctuations in fully developed turbulent flows. However,
for nonequilibrium SGS scalar at large SGS scalar variance,
the FDF is bimodal and the scalar dissipation depends
strongly on the SGS scalar. The SGS scalar is also charac-
terized by the existence of diffusion-layer-like structure
(ramp cliffs). These characteristics are similar to the scalar
PDF in the early stages of initially binary mixing.24 There-
fore, when used as a conditioning variable for the conditional
scalar FDF, the SGS scalar variance can reveal the structure
of the SGS scalar that is otherwise averaged out, providing
important new SGS physics. This is partly because the SGS
variance is an important variable in the inertial-range dynam-
ics and for characterizing the state of SGS mixing. Since the
conditional scalar FDF for different SGS variance are domi-
nated by different structures and dynamics, they can poten-
tially be modeled more accurately than the unconditioned
FDF (or PDF), leading to improved LES statistics. There-
fore, such conditional FDFs are important for studying the
SGS scalar and modeling SGS mixing.

The results for the SGS scalar suggest that the equilib-
rium and nonequilibrium regimes and different structures
may also exist in the SGS velocity field. An important vari-
able analogous to the SGS scalar variance is the SGS kinetic
energy,kL= 1

2kui9ui9lL, which can potentially be used to reveal
new structures of the SGS velocity. Thus we investigate the
VFJDF and the SGS terms in the FJDF transport equation by
analyzing their conditional means with the SGS kinetic en-
ergy as a conditioning variable. Another variable that may be
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important in characterizing the SGS velocity is the SGS dis-
sipation time scale(the ratio of the SGS energy to the filtered
energy dissipationeL;kelL), which we will also use as a
conditioning variable. These variables are important for char-
acterizing the SGS dynamics and therefore can potentially
bring out important structures of the SGS velocity, leading to
improved LES statistics. The scaling properties ofkL andeL

have been studied previously.25,26 They have also been used
as conditioning variables to investigate the conditional PDFs
of velocity increments,26 which have provided important un-
derstanding of the structure of the SGS velocity.

In the present study we use experimental data obtained
in the fully developed region of an axisymmetric turbulent
jet to analyze the unclosed terms in the VFJDF and its trans-
port equation. The following sections are organized as fol-
lows. In Sec. II we outline the experimental apparatus and
flow conditions. The experimental results are discussed in
Sec. III, followed by the conclusions(Sec. IV).

II. FLOW FACILITIES AND APPARATUS

The jet facility was housed in a large, air-conditioned
room. The jet assembly was mounted vertically on a 5
35 ft2 grill portion of the floor to allow the flow of entrain-
ment air (Fig. 1). The flow downstream of the nozzle was

surrounded by a circular screen(1/16 in. mesh size) of 6 ft
in diameter to reduce the disturbances in the room. A collec-
tion hood was installed at a downstream distance of 260
nozzle diameterss3.9 md to minimize the effects of the ceil-
ing on the jet. The hood was connected to an exhaust fan
with the flow rate adjusted by a throttle. The jet nozzle had a
fifth-order polynomial profile with a large contraction ratio
s<100d, producing a nearly top-hat velocity profile at the
nozzle exit.

All measurements were made for a jet exit velocityUj of
40 m/s. The jet Reynolds number Rej based on the nozzle
diameterDj and the jet exit velocitysUjDj /nd was 40 000
wheren is the kinematic viscosity. The corresponding Taylor
microscale Reynolds numberRl=ku1

2l1/2l /n was <230,
whereku1

2l1/2 is the rms streamwise velocity fluctuation and
l is the Taylor microscale. Refer to Table I for other flow
parameters. Data were collected at a downstream distance of
x/Dj =80, well into the self-similar(fully developed) region
of the jet. We limit our off-centerline measurement location
to y/x=0.1 to avoid flow reversal and to minimize errors
associated with employing Taylor’s hypothesis, wherey is
the radial distance from the jet centerline. The mean axial
velocity on the jet centerlineUc at this downstream location
was 3.07 m/s and the resultingUj /Uc value was comparable
to previous results.27–29 The Kolmogorov scaleh=sn3/ed1/4

was 0.16 mm, wherekel is the mean turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation rate. Under these flow conditions the Kolmog-
orov frequency of the signalssUc/ s2phd=2.5 kHzd was
fully resolved by the sensors.

Measurements of the VFJDF and the conditionally fil-
tered variables require spatial filtering of turbulent velocity
fields. Due to the difficulties in obtaining three-dimensional
data experimentally, two-dimensional(streamwise and radial
directions) filtering was employed in the present study. The
streamwise filtering was performed by invoking Taylor’s hy-
pothesis and the cross-stream filtering was realized with
three hot-wire sensors aligned in the cross-stream direction.
To minimize the error associated with invoking Taylor’s hy-
pothesis, instantaneous convection velocity obtained by low-
pass filtering the streamwise velocity component was used.
The filter size for this purpose is twice the largest averaging
domain size for obtaining filtered variables so that the con-
vection velocity is relatively uniform within an averaging
domain.

The array filter technique was proposed and studied by
Tong et al.30 for measurements in the atmospheric boundary
layer and has been used by a number of authors to study the
SGS stress30–34 and conditional FDF.17 Two-dimensional fil-
tering has been demonstrated to provide a very good ap-
proximation of three-dimensional filtering, with errors of
<5% for the rms of the resolvable-scale variables.30 Previ-
ous studies of scalar FDF used box filters17,18,35 because a

FIG. 1. A schematic of the experimental setup including a magnified view
of the hot-wire array.

TABLE I. Flow parameters on the jet centerline atx/Dj =80.

kUl ku1
2l1/2sku1

2ld ku2
2l1/2sku2

2ld Rl kel h ,

3.07 m/s 0.73 m/ss0.533 m2/s2d 0.61 m/ss0.372 m2/s2d 233 5.22 m2/s2 0.16 mm 75 mm
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scalar FDF obtained with a box filter is easily interpreted. In
this study we also use box filters to maintain consistency
between the velocity and scalar fields. Our streamwise filter
is, to a very good approximation, a box filter with a transfer

function Ĝ1sk1d=sinsk1D /2d / sk1D /2d. The cross-stream ar-

ray filter has a transfer functionĜ2sk2d= 1
3 + 2

3 cossk2D /2d
which is somewhat narrower than a true box filter in the
wavenumber space. Therefore, the array filter tends to over-
estimate the SGS variance. Our estimates using the spectral
model for inertial-range isotropic turbulence show that the
array filter overestimates the mean SGS energy by 13%. The
mean SGS variancesku19

2l and ku29
2l are overestimated by

16% and 10%, respectively. This difference is because the
F11 component of the isotropic spectral tensor,Fi j

=s1/4pdae2/3k−11/3sdi j −kik j /k2d, comes mostly from thek2

(and k3) direction; therefore the cross-stream filter has a
greater impact onku19

2l than onku29
2l. Herea is the Kolmog-

orov constant.
These errors in estimating the SGS variances are not

negligible but are not expected to have significant effects on
the measured VFJDF since a much larger change inkL is
needed to alter the shape of the conditional VFJDF(see Sec.
III ). It is not clear how to predict the direct impact of the
differences between the array filter and the box filter transfer
functions on the VFJDF. However, our previous
studies17,18,35 of scalar FDF and scalar-scalar-dissipation
FJDF showed that even a one-dimensional filter produced
the same shapes for the FDFs as a two-dimensional box-
array filter. Only the quantitative dependences(e.g., the de-
pendence of the conditional kurtosis on the SGS scalar vari-
ance) are altered. These results suggest that the shapes of the
FDFs are not affected by the details of the filter employed.
We also tested a one-dimensional box filter for VFJDF and
the same qualitative results are obtained as the two-
dimensional box-array filter. Therefore, we expect that the
box-array filter will produce VFJDF statistics similar to those
using a true two-dimensional box filter.

In the present study three filter widths 10, 20, and
40 mm were used. These correspond toD /,=0.13, 0.27,
0.53 andD /h=63, 125, 250, respectively, with the largest
being close to the integral length scale,. Here,=75 mm is
estimated usingku1

2l3/2/ kel. This value is close to a value of
80 mm estimated using the empirical formula given by Ten-
nekes and Lumley.36 The percentages of kinetic energy con-
tained in the SGS scales are 21.0%, 34.0%, and 52.7% for
the three filter sizes, respectively.

Velocity measurements were made with three X-wire
probes operated by TSI IFA 100 hot-wire anemometers with
an overheat ratio of 1.8. The probes were calibrated using a
modification of a method by Browneet al.37 In this method a
velocity-voltage relation at zero yaw angle for each wire was
obtained. A yaw-angle-effective-wire-angle relation was de-
termined with yaw-angle calibrations at a fixed velocity
(3 m/s in the present study). The effective angles were then
used as “geometric” wire angles in computing the two veloc-
ity components. The outputs from the hot-wire anemometers
were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and amplified by Krohn-Hite
3364 filters. The signals were digitized at 10 k samples/

second by a 12-bit National Instrument A/D converter(PCI-
6071E) which has a maximum sampling rate of 1.253106

samples/second so that the interchannel delay is much
shorter than the sample interval.

In the present study most of the statistics computed are
conditional statistics with two to four conditioning variables.
To obtain these conditional statistics at a reasonable level of
convergence, a large amount of data is needed. The precise
number of samples to achieve a given confidence level, how-
ever, is difficult to estimate because of the complex statistical
characteristics of the conditional samples and the interdepen-
dence among the conditioning variables. Therefore we use an
empirical approach in which the convergence is monitored
when the sample size is increased until good convergence is
achieved. We find that 63107 data samples are sufficient.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section the results of the measured conditional
VFJDF and some of the terms in the VFJDF transport equa-
tion are presented. The filter sizessDd used for obtaining
resolvable- and subgrid-scale variables are 63h, 125h, and
250h, or 0.13,, 0.27,, and 0.53,, respectively. The spectra
of the full and the resolvable-scale streamwise velocities nor-
malized by Kolmogorov length and velocity scales are given
in Fig. 2.

We first briefly discuss the SGS kinetic energy which is
the primary conditioning variable in our analyses of VFJDF.
The PDF of the SGS kinetic energy is close to log
normal,26,38 indicating that it is intermittent and has the char-
acteristics of an inertial-range variable. However, the sizes of
the two-dimensional filter used in this study range from ap-
proximately one-half to one-eighth of the integral length
scale, therefore there is significant anisotropy in the subgrid
scales. The cross-stream filter introduces additional aniso-
tropy since it overestimatesku19

2l more thanku29
2l (the result-

FIG. 2. Spectra of the streamwise velocity and resolvable-scale velocity.
The wave number and the spectra are normalized by Kolmogorov length and
velocity scales. The filter wave numberkD=p /D for each filter width is
marked by a dashed vertical line. The lobes at higher wave numbers are due
to the inherent leakage in spectral space of box filters. The left most dashed
vertical line marks the integral-scale wave number.
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ing ku19
2l / ku29

2l is 1.31 forD /h=125). Due to the anisotropy
in the measured SGS variances, usingkL= 1

2sku19
2lL+ku29

2lLd
to sample the velocity field will cause a bias toward the
conditional SGS fields with largeku19

2lL, resulting in even
larger conditional anisotropy. Therefore, the conditional SGS
fields may not reflect the true average structure of the SGS
velocity field. If bothku19

2lL andku29
2lL are used as condition-

ing variables, conditional SGS fields with different levels of
anisotropy can be obtained. However, adding a conditioning
variable requires a substantial increase in the already large
data size. Therefore, we use a modified conditioning variable
1
2sku19

2lL+aku29
2lLd to obtain conditional VFJDFs. For conve-

nience we still use the symbolkL for this variable in the rest
of the paper(but the true SGS energy is used to normalize
the VFJDF and other variables). In this variable theu2 com-
ponent has a larger weightsa=1.7d and the resulting condi-
tional SGS velocity fields for both small and larger SGS
energy have conditional SGS variance ratios(anisotropy)
similar to the unconditioned SGS fields(Table II).

A. The conditional VFJDF

The mean VFJDF conditional on the SGS energy and the
resolvable-scale velocitykfuukL ,kulLl measured on the jet
centerline with a filter size of 125h is shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). Note that for a specified resolvable-scale velocity,
the SGS velocity is equivalent to the total velocity. For con-
venience we useui9 and omit the sample-space variablesvi

when plotting the VFJDF and other statistics. The VFJDF is
normalized bys2kLd1/2. For small SGS energyskL / kkLl,1d
the conditional FJDF has a similar shape to the velocity
JPDF[Fig. 3(e)] which appears to be close to joint Gaussian
[also see Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)]. The SGS velocity components
are essentially uncorrelated on the jet centerline.

For large SGS energy(generallykL / kkLl.3) the VFJDF
[Fig. 3(b)] has an approximately uniform region near the
centersuvu / k2kLl1/2ø1.0d. Beyond this region the VFJDF de-
creases rapidly(appears to be faster than joint-Gaussian).
The VFJDFs for the other filter scales shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d) have similar shapes asD /h=125, although for
D /h=63 the VFJDF has a somewhat steeper edge around the
uniform region. The form of the VFJDF depends only
weakly onkuilL; negative streamwise fluctuations tend to clip
the negative side of the VFJDF and vice versa(not shown).

To examine the VFJDF in a more quantitative manner
we also compute the FDF of the velocity magnitudeq
;su19

2+u29
2d1/2. For a VFJDF with a uniform region of radius

q0, the FDF ofq, Pq, is linear forqøq0 and is zero beyond
q0 [q0=21/2 if q is normalized bys2kLd1/2]. Figure 4 shows
the conditional FDF ofq for the three filter scales. For small

kL / kkLl the FDF on the jet centerline is close to that obtained
from a two-dimensional joint Gaussian distribution whereas
for large kL / kkLl it deviates from the Gaussian predictions,
regardless of the filter scales. For the latter cases the FDF has
an approximately linear portion up toq=0.5, indicating an
approximately uniform portion of the VFJDF withinq,0.5.
The approximately linear portion for the Gaussian prediction
is much smaller(in fact any JPDF that has zero derivatives at
the origin will result in a linear portion). In addition, the peak
of the FDF is at a largerq value compared to the Gaussian
case, and beyond it the FDF decreases much faster, further
indicating that the VFJDF is more compact than the Gauss-
ian JPDF and is closer to a uniform distribution. Here the
PDF ofq corresponding to a two-dimensional joint Gaussian
distribution, Nsku19

2lL
1/2,ku29

2lL
1/2d with standard deviations

ku19
2lL

1/2 and ku29
2lL

1/2, is obtained by integratingN along a
circle of radiusq. The means in the joint Gaussian distribu-
tion are zero by the definition of the SGS velocity and cor-
relation betweenu19 andu29 is close to zero on the jet center-
line. In Fig. 4(d) we also plotted the PDF of the magnitude of
the total(unfiltered) velocity vector. It follows the Gaussian
prediction closely. Therefore, the VFJDF for small SGS en-
ergy has a similar shape to the velocity JPDF measured at the
same location which is in the fully developed region of the
turbulent jet.22 The quantitative difference is due to the dif-
ferent ratios of the streamwise to the cross-stream velocity
variances. Because a fully developed jet is in quasi-
equilibrium, the similarity between the VFJDF and the JPDF
suggests that the SGS velocity is also in quasi-equilibrium
when the SGS energy is small.

Uniform joint distributions have not been previously ob-
served in a fully developed turbulent jet. The qualitatively
different VFJDF shapes for small and large SGS energy sug-
gest that the SGS velocity has different structures under
these conditions. A possibility for the SGS velocity to have a
uniform VFJDF is that it contains structures in which the
velocity has an approximately linear trend in physical space.
One such structure is(local) plane strain fields, which we
examine in the following.

When a plane strain field is sampled by a two-
dimensional filter, a two-dimensional cut of such a structure
is obtained. The orientation of the cut relative to the structure
is generally random because the structure may be convected
through the probes with a random orientation. We first dis-
cuss the case in which the normal vector of the two-
dimensional cut(the filter plane) is fixed with respect to the
structure and then examine the effects of random orientation.
A plane strain field with a random orientation is shown in
Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) gives an example of the conditional

TABLE II. SGS variances on the jet centerline atx/Dj =80.

D /hsD /,d ku19
2lsm2/s2d ku29

2lsm2/s2d ku19
2l / ku29

2l kku19
2lL ukLl / kku29

2lL ukLl

63 (0.13) 0.105 0.087 1.20 1.21skL / kkLl=1.06d, 1.30 skL / kkLl=4.7d
125 (0.27) 0.174 0.133 1.31 1.26skL / kkLl=1.00d, 1.49 skL / kkLl=3.8d
250 (0.53) 0.238 0.203 1.35 1.31skL / kkLl=0.97d, 1.56 skL / kkLl=3.0d
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velocity field, which is qualitatively consistent with a plane
strain field. Here the streamlines are computed based on the
velocity vectors from the three X wires. Although the array
data are only partially resolved in the cross-stream direction,
they contain most of the SGS information near the filter scale
and some information at scales much smaller than the filter
scale because the data are fully resolved in the streamwise
(time) direction.(The accuracy of the array technique is dis-
cussed in Sec. II and elsewhere.30,31) Therefore, the flow
field in Fig. 5(b) is a sufficiently accurate representation of a
conditional SGS velocity field. As shown in Fig. 5(a) the
velocity components in the filter plane in a coordinate system
that is fixed to the flow structure can be represented asu18
=aj1, u28=−bj2 (a.0 andb.0). If the filter plane coincides
with the plane of strain thena andb are equal. The stream-
wise velocity componentu1 and the cross-stream component
u2 defined in the laboratory measurement coordinate system
[with the streamwise unit vectorx / uxu=sxj1

,xj2
d in the j1

-j2 coordinate system] then areaj1xj1
−bj2xj2

and −saj1xj2
+bj2xj1

d, respectively. The JPDF ofu1 and u2 can be ex-
pressed as the JPDF for the probe to samplesj1,j2d:

Pu1u2
sv1,v2d = Pj1j2

sĵ1,ĵ2dU ]sv1,v2d

]sĵ1,ĵ2d
U−1

= Pj1j2
sĵ1,ĵ2d/uabu, s4d

whereu]sv1,v2d /]sĵ1, ĵ2du is the Jacobian, and a hat denotes a
sample-space variable. Because the samples have equal

weight in a grid cell,Pj1j2
sĵ1, ĵ2d and thereforePu1u2

sv1,v2d
are uniform. Equation(4) also shows that the uniform part of
VFJDF is independent of the orientation of the probe relative
to the flow structure.

The extent of the uniform distribution in thev1-v2 plane
(the velocity space) is determined by the velocity at the
boundary of the grid cell. For a square box filtersa=bd, the

FIG. 3. Conditional mean of the VFJDF on the jet centerline forku1lL=ku1l andku2lL=0 (a–d). (a) kL / kkLl=1.2,D /h=125; (b) kL / kkLl=4.6,D /h=125; (c)
kL / kkLl=5.9, D /h=63; (d) kL / kkLl=3.0, D /h=250. The VFJDF has a uniform portion for largekL values.(e) The joint PDF of the fluctuating velocity
componentsu1 andu2. The VFJDF forkL / kkLl,1 has a similar shape as the JPDF.
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SGS energykL is a2D2/12. If thex1-x2 coordinate system is
isotropically oriented with respect to thej1-j2 coordinates,
the VFJDF depends only onuvu and the normalized size of
the uniform region is given as uvu / s2kLd1/2

= uusD /2du / s2kLd1/2=s3/2d1/2<1.22. For uvu / s2kLd1/2 larger
than this value, the FJDF decreases and vanishes beyond
uusÎ2D /2du / s2kLd1/2=31/2<1.73.

For the general case that the normal vector of the filter
plane is randomly oriented with respect to the plane of strain,

a and b are generally smaller and have different(random)
values depending on the orientation. Consequently, the size
of the uniform region of the FJDF will decrease and possibly
vanish. This suggests that the random orientation of the flow
structure might be a reason that the measured VFJDF has a
somewhat smaller uniform region than predicted. In addition
to the plane strain field there are fluctuations(of smaller
amplitudes) in the SGS velocity which also tend to reduce
the size of the uniform region. We note that a uniform

FIG. 4. Conditional mean of the FDF ofq=su19
2+u29

2d1/2 on the jet centerline forku1lL=ku1l andku2lL=0 (a–c): (a) D /h=63; (b) D /h=125;(c) D /h=250. For
kL / kkLl,1 the FDF is also close to the Gaussian prediction. ForkL / kkLl.1 the FDF is approximately linear forq,0.5, consistent with a uniform VFJDF.
(d) The PDF ofsu1

2+u2
2d1/2 on the jet centerline(close to the Gaussian prediction). (e) Conditional mean of the FDF ofq=su19

2+u29
2d1/2 for D /h=63 at the

off-centerline positionsy/x=0.1d. The FDF without resolvable-scale rotation(star) is close to that in(b).
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VFJDF can also result from other flow structures with linear
velocity variations such as solid-body rotation and axisym-
metric contraction/expansion.

Converging-diverging flow structures(of integral-scale
size) similar to a plane strain have been observed in regions
between vortical structures in turbulent jets39 and mixing
layers.40 The so-called ramp-cliff structures, which contain
sharp scalar interfaces, are associated with converging-
diverging structures.39 In shear flows the structures are well
organized and preferentially oriented. Thus, the variations of
the orientation of the filter-plane normal vector relative to the
structure are likely to be limited and so are the fluctuations in
the parametersa andb. Therefore, an approximately uniform
region of the VFJDF can be expected. In isotropic turbulence
such a structure has also been shown to exist41,42 and to
cause ramp-cliffs when a mean scalar gradient is present.43,44

However, the orientation of the structure is isotropically dis-
tributed. It would be interesting to see whether a uniform
region of the VFJDF still exists. The VFJDF observed in the
present study is consistent with the preferential orientations
of organized structures. It also suggests that such a structure

may also exist in the inertial range(but with larger strain
rates) and might be the cause for the diffusion-layer-like
structure previously observed.35,43

The VFJDF at the off-centerline locationsy/x=0.1d is
also close to joint Gaussian for smallkL [Fig. 6(a)]. There is
no correlation between the SGS velocity components. How-
ever, the FJDF does not have a uniform region whenkL is
large [Fig. 6(b)]. Rather, it is somewhat similar to a ridge
shape and there is a positive correlation coefficient of 0.072
betweenu19 andu29. The peak(nearu19=−0.5 andu29=−0.4) is
most likely due to the use of Taylor’s hypothesis at off-
centerline positions because negativeu19 is associated with
smaller convection velocity and smaller spatial extent, result-
ing in more concentrated velocity values. The lack of a uni-
form region in the VFJDF might be due to the rotation asso-

FIG. 5. (a) A plane strain field with a random orientation with respect to the
laboratory coordinate system.(b) An example of conditional SGS velocity
field with largekLskL / kkLl=4.6d. The SGS velocity field is consistent with a
plane strain field.

FIG. 6. Conditional mean of the VFJDF forD /h=63 at the off-centerline
position sy/x=0.1d for ku1lL=ku1l and ku2lL=0. (a) kL / kkLl=0.3; (b)
kL / kkLl=3.49; (c) kL / kkLl=3.49 andv3

2/ kv3
2ukLl,10−4. Also see Fig. 4(e).
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ciated with the mean shear at off-centerline locations. To
examine this we compute the VFJDF with the square of the
resolvable-scale vorticity componentv3L

2 =s]ku1lL /]x2

−]ku2lL /]x1d2 as an additional conditioning variable. The
VFJDF for v3L

2 / kv3L
2 ukLl,10−4, i.e., for the SGS velocity

without resolvable-scale rotation, begins to show a flat re-
gion [Fig. 6(c)], although the peak associated with Taylor’s
hypothesis is still present. The correlation coefficient be-
tween u19 and u29 is higher (0.14). The effects of removing
rotation on the VFJDF are manifested more strongly in the
FDF of q given in Fig. 4(e). The FDF conditioned onv3L

2 is
not far from the centerline results in Fig. 4(b) for large kL

whereas the one without this condition is significantly differ-
ent. Therefore, the rotation caused by the shear off the jet
centerline appears to be the cause for the lack of a uniform
region for the VFJDF in Fig. 6(b).

The approximately linear SGS velocity field implied by
the uniform FJDF observed occurs when the SGS energy is
large compared to its mean. Thus, the strain rate imposed by
the structuresuSu,kL

1/2/Dd is generally larger than the aver-
age turbulent strain rate associated with the filter scale
s,kkLl1/2/Dd. Under such conditions the SGS turbulence is
expected to be undergoing(local) rapid distortion(or ex-
tended rapid distortion). This situation is similar to that stud-
ied by Hunt and Carruthers45 because the structure respon-
sible for distorting the SGS turbulence is not the mean flow.
For sufficiently largekL values, the SGS turbulence is ex-
pected to evolve under rapid distortion. The local rapid dis-
tortion might also be related to the long-range triad interac-
tions of velocity Fourier modes(modes with disparate
wavenumbers) previously studied46 since the approximately
linear structure observed in the present study is likely to be
much larger than the filter scale. The study in Ref. 46 showed
that long-range interactions can play an important role in
spectra energy transfer. When the strain rate of the large-
scale structure is large, the long-range interactions are ex-
pected to dominate over the short-range triad(local) interac-
tions, resulting in local rapid distortion.

The observed local rapid distortion has implications for
SGS modeling. Equation(3) shows that the conditional
pressure-strain-rate tensor is important for the evolution of
the VFJDF. Under rapid distortion this tensor is dominated
by the rapid pressure. Modeling the rapid pressure-strain-rate
term is a major task in Reynolds stress closures. Since direc-
tional information is needed to describe turbulence under
rapid distortion, one-point velocity PDF model is not suffi-
cient. To overcome this difficulty, Van Slooten and Pope
(1997) developed a velocity-wavevector PDF model which
gives exact Reynolds stress evolution under the rapid distor-
tion limit. The present study suggests that local rapid distor-
tion (or its effects) exists even when the mean strain rate is
not large. Therefore, it may be beneficial to adapt this model
to LES so that the local rapid distortion effects can be taken
into account. However, the cost of including the wavevector
may be too high to be computationally attractive at present.

The local rapid distortion is also potentially important
for modeling the SGS stress. Because under such conditions
the evolution of the SGS turbulence is determined by the

amount of strain applied, not the strain rate, the dynamics of
the SGS stress for small and large SGS energy are expected
to have very different characteristics. Thus eddy-viscosity-
type models are generally inconsistent with rapid distortion.

B. The influence of the filtered energy dissipation
rate

In turbulence under rapid distortion, the spectral energy
transfer rate is small compared to the production due to the
mean strain. Thus the turbulent fluctuations gain more energy
than the spectral transfer(and than the dissipation) can re-
move, suggesting nonequilibrium turbulence. The SGS tur-
bulence under rapid distortion is also found to be in
nonequilibrium.47 To determine whether the SGS turbulence
under local rapid distortion is in nonequilibrium, we com-
pare the production rate of the SGS energy,ti j sij , to the fil-
tered dissipation rateeL. Here ti j is defined askuiujlL

−kuilLkujlL. We use 15
6 st11s11+2t12s12+t22s22d and

5nfs]u1/]x1d2+s]u2/]x1d2g as surrogates for the full energy
production and the full dissipation rate. Figure 7 gives the
ratio of the conditional production of the SGS energy to the
conditional dissipation conditional on the SGS energy. In-
deed the conditional production exceeds the conditional dis-
sipation when the SGS energy is larger than its mean value,
indicating that the spectral transfer is not effective in re-
sponding to the increased SGS energy production and that
the SGS turbulence is in nonequilibrium. This result is con-
sistent with those for SGS turbulence under rapid distortion
by the mean flow.47 The nonequilibrium of the SGS velocity
is similar to the nonequilibrium of the SGS scalar when the
SGS variance is large.18 Like the nonequilibrium SGS scalar
which contains scalar structures(diffusion layers), the non-
equilibrium SGS velocity also contains structures.

We note that although for thekL values used in the
present study(the maximum value that can ensure sufficient
statistical convergence is limited by the size of our data set)
the ratio of the conditional production to dissipation only
goes up to<4.5, the results in Fig. 7 show that the ratio will
continue to increase rapidly withkL. Therefore, for suffi-

FIG. 7. Conditional production of SGS energy(energy transfer rate) nor-
malized by the filtered energy dissipation rate,kskuiujlL

−kuilLkujlLdsij ukLl / keLukLl. The production exceeds the dissipation for large
values ofkL, indicating nonequilibrium SGS velocity. The filter sizes are
given in the legend.
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ciently largekL (it appears thatkL / kkLl.10 is needed for the
ratio to exceed a decade) the production will dominate over
dissipation. Even at a value of<3–5, only 20%–30% of the
production(spectral transfer) reaches the dissipation scales.
At the same time the FJDF is approaching the asymptotic
top-hat shape, indicating that the production is beginning to
dominate. Therefore, it is unlikely that the results will be
qualitatively different for largerkL values.

It is also worth noting that a large ratio of production to
dissipation alone does not necessarily result in rapid distor-
tion, as in the case of a homogeneous shear flow. This is
probably related to the duration of the strain. Because the
resolvable-scale strain rate is a fluctuating quantity and the
duration of intense straining is generally short, it is unlikely
that the SGS velocity will reach an asymptotic equilibrium
state during the course of such straining. This is in contrast
with a homogeneous shear flow, in which the strain rate is
constant and the turbulent velocity reaches an asymptotic
self-similar state. Therefore, despite the fact that production
is larger than dissipation, rapid distortion might not properly
describe the dynamic process in a homogeneous shear flow.
Nonetheless, Maxey48 obtained improved predictions of the
results of Tavoularis and Corrsin49 using rapid distortion
theory (RDT) but with an effective strain, which is limited
by the eddy turnover time, further demonstrating the role
played by linear distortion.

To further examine effects of the nonequilibrium SGS
turbulence on the VFJDF we compute the conditional
VFJDF with the filtered dissipationeL used as an additional
conditioning variable. The SGS dissipation time scale,kL /eL,
can be used as an indicator of the degree of the nonequilib-
rium: Large SGS time scale indicates that dissipation is not
fast enough and thus the SGS turbulence is in nonequilib-
rium. It has been observed experimentally that the condi-
tional PDFs of velocity increments have strong dependence
on bothkL and eL.26 The filtered energy dissipation is also
important from a modeling point of view as it is a key pa-
rameter in LES employing the Langevin model.13,50 It is also
an important variable for the inertial-range dynamics(in the
context of Kolmogorov’s refined similarity hypotheses51).
Figure 8 shows that the JPDF of lnkL and lneL is approxi-

mately joint normal. There is a strong correlation between
lnkL and lneL becausekL can be related toeL by Kolmogor-
ov’s refined similarity hypotheses. The correlation coeffi-
cients forD /h=63, 125, and 250 are 0.78, 0.72 and 0.644,
respectively. The lower correlation values for the larger filter
sizes are probably because they are too close to the integral
length scale and the fluctuations in bothkL and eL are
smaller. The SGS turbulence is expected to be in equilibrium
toward upper left corner(smallkL /eL values) and in nonequi-
librium and under local rapid distortion toward lower right
corner(largekL /eL values).

In Fig. 9 the conditional VFJDF forkL / kkLl=3.38 and
two eL / keLl values are given. ForeL / keLl=4.40 the VFJDF is
somewhat close to a joint-Gaussian shape. However, aseL

decreasesseL / keLl=1.45d an approximately uniform region
begins to emerge in the VFJDF; thus the VFJDF is similar to
that conditioned on largekL alone. Because the SGS velocity
field changes toward nonequilibrium aseL decreases, the re-
sults further show that the VFJDF is uniform when the SGS
velocity is in strong nonequilibrium.

To quantify the dependence of the shape of the VFJDF
on kL andeL, we use two slices of the VFJDF going through
the origin in thev1 andv2 directions, respectively. We com-
pute the conditional kurtosis and skewness of the VFJDF,
Ku1uu2

andSu1uu2
(for u2=0), which can be obtained from the

conditional fourth and third moments of
kfu1uu2

sv1d ukL ,eL ,kulLl, normalized by the second moment
raised to the proper power, wherefu1uu2

is the FDF of theu1

component conditional on theu2 component(essentially a
slice in theu1 direction). The conditional kurtosis and skew-
nessKu2uu1

andSu2uu1
can also be obtained in the same way.

FIG. 8. JPDF of lnkL and lneL for D /h=125. The SGS turbulence is in
nonequilibrium for largekL /eL. The correlation coefficient for the variables
is 0.720.

FIG. 9. VFJDF conditional onkulL, kL, andeL for ku1lL=ku1l, ku2lL=0, and
kL / kkLl=3.4. The filter size isD /h=125. (a) eL / keLl=4.4; (b) eL / keLl=1.5.
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We combineK and S to form a parameterB=K−S2, pro-
posed by Atkinson.52 This parameter takes the value of unity
for a double-delta PDF regardless of its symmetry, thus is a
better measure of the intermittency(or lack of) than the kur-
tosis. For a uniform distributionB has a value of 1.8. It has
been used to characterize the bimodal scalar FDF(Ref. 17)
and velocity increment PDF.26

We now examineBu1uu2
for u29=0 andBu2uu1

for u19=0. If
the VFJDF is perfectly uniform both parameters have the
value of 1.8. It is observed thatB generally decreases with
eL, consistent with the observation that the VFJDF changes
towards a uniform shape aseL decreases. Due to the opposite
trends ofB with respect tokL andeL, we plotBu1uu2

andBu2uu1
againstkL /eL for threekL values. Figure 10 shows that both
Bu1uu2

and Bu2uu1
decrease askL /eL increases. Furthermore,

the curves forBu2uu1
appear to collapse for differentkL val-

ues, although the results forBu1uu2
still show somekL depen-

dence. Nonetheless, these results indicate thatkL /eL alone
can largely characterize the shape of the VFJDF. Specifically,
the VFJDF is uniform as long askL /eL is large, i.e., when the
SGS velocity is in strong nonequilibrium, regardless of the
value of kL. This condition is less restrictive than that of
kL / kkLl@1. The observed importance ofkL /eL in determin-
ing Bu1uu2

and Bu2uu1
suggests that the degree of nonequilib-

rium is important for determining the distribution of the SGS
velocity field.

The dependence of the SGS velocity onkL and eL is

consistent with that of conditional velocity increment. It has
been previously observed experimentally that the conditional
PDF of velocity increments has a strong dependence on both
kL and eL:26 as the filtered energy dissipation decreases or
increases, the conditional increment PDF generally changes
towards bimodal or Gaussian shapes, respectively. In previ-
ous studies of scalar FDF and its transport equation,17,18 the
filtered scalar dissipation rate was found to have a strong
influence when used as a conditioning variable in addition to
the SGS scalar variance and the resolvable-scale scalar.
These results provide further evidence that the nonequilib-
rium plays a key role in determining the local turbulence
fields.

C. The conditionally filtered viscous acceleration and
dissipation

In the present study two(partial) components of the vis-
cous acceleration are measured. The conditionally filtered
viscous acceleration,kns]2u1/]x1

2, 1
2]2u2/]x1

2d uu1,u2
l

L, condi-
tional on the velocity components, represents the transport
velocity of the VFJDF by viscous acceleration in the velocity
space and is shown in Fig. 11 as streamline plots. A factor of
1/2 is used for theu2 component because for isotropic tur-
bulence its rms is twice that of theu1 component. The mag-
nitude of the vector field, normalized bys2kLd1/2/ keL ukLl, is
given as gray scale isocontours. The streamlines generally
flow towards a stagnation point, which is approximately at
the center of the VFJDF. The magnitude of the acceleration
increases with the magnitude of the velocity. This depen-
dence is similar to that of the scalar diffusion on the value of
the scalar.53–55 The conditional viscous acceleration in the
velocity JPDF equation,kns]2u1/]x1

2, 1
2]2u2/]x1

2d uu1,u2
l, also

has similar properties[Fig. 11(c)]. The normalized magni-
tude of the conditionally filtered viscous acceleration in-
creases faster for larger SGS energy. This is probably be-
cause the local rapid distortion at large SGS energy causes
the SGS fluctuations and accelerations to increase, although
the linear portion of the SGS velocity does not directly con-
tribute to viscous acceleration. The observed rate of increase
might also be partially due to the decrease in the normalized
sample-space variablev / s2kLd1/2. We note that although the
conditional viscous acceleration is non-negligible, the rms
viscous acceleration becomes smaller than the rms pressure
gradient as Reynolds number increases.56

The conditionally filtered dissipation tensorkei j uu1,u2lL

provides an alternative to the conditionally filtered viscous
acceleration to close the VFJDF equation. Figure 12 shows
the surface plots for the conditionally filtered energy dissipa-
tion rate ke uu1,u2lL normalized bykeL ukLl. In general the
dissipation increases withu1. For small SGS energy the sur-
face is concave, similar to the dependence of the scalar dis-
sipation on the scalar values for small SGS variance. The
surface plot for the conditional energy dissipationke uu1,u2l,
which appears in the velocity JPDF equation, also has a simi-
lar shape. For large SGS energy there is a slight bulge in the
center portion of the surface. This suggests that the local

FIG. 10. The parametersB as a function ofkL /eL for D /h=125 for different
kL values. The collapse of the curves indicates that the VFJDF can largely be
characterized bykL /eL / skkLl / keLld.
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velocity field responsible for the large strain rate deviates
somewhat from a linear field because the dissipation is con-
stant in such a field. Nonetheless, the deviation is small as
indicated by uniform portion of the conditional VFJDF. The
moderate dependence of dissipation on the SGS velocity
suggests that the current practice of modeling the dissipation
independent of the velocity is largely justified.

The isotropic form of the second-order conditionally fil-
tered energy dissipation tensorkei j uu=vlL can be written as

kei j uu = vlL = fkeLLuvlL − keNNuvlLg
viv j

v2 − keNNuvlLdi j , s5d

where eLL and eNN are the energy dissipation components
that involve the velocity components along(longitudinal)
and normal(transverse) to the direction ofv, respectively.
We note that local isotropy requires that the unconditioned
meankei jl vanishes fori Þ j . However, if the dissipation ten-
sor ei j is statistically dependent onu, kei j uu=vlL can still
have nonzero values consistent with the isotropic form. In
the present study two velocity components and their stream-
wise derivatives are available. The off-diagonal component
ke12uu1,u2lL is computed usinge12=ns]u1/]x1ds]u2/]x1d

FIG. 11. Streamline plots of the conditional filtered viscous acceleration for
D /h=125, kkns]2u1/]x1

2, 1
2]2u2/]x1

2duu1,u2lLukulL ,kLls2kLd1/2/ keL ukLl. ku1lL

=ku1l and ku2lL=0 (a and b). (a) kL / kkLl=1.2, (b) kL / kkLl=4.6. (c) The
conditional viscous acceleration kns]2u1/]x1

2, 1
2]2u2/]x1

2d uu1,u2
l

3s2kkld1/2/ kel. The magnitudes of these variables are given as gray scales.

FIG. 12. The conditionally filtered energy dissipation rate
kke uu1,u2lLukulL ,kLl / keLukLl (a and b). (c) The conditional energy dissipation
rate ke uu1,u2l / kel. The conditions are the same as in Fig. 11.
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since the cross-stream derivatives are not available in this
study. Figure 13(a) shows that for smallkL the magnitude of
ke12uu1,u2lL is generally less than 0.1, similar to the condi-
tional cross-dissipationke12uu1,u2l shown in Fig. 13(c). For

kL / kkLl=4.6, ke12uu1,u2lL appears to be odd in bothu19 and
u29: it tends to have negative values whenu19 is negative and
u29 is positive, and vice versa, qualitatively consistent with
the isotropic form in Eq.(5). However, its magnitude reaches
<0.2, larger than the results for smallkL. Considering that
only one component ofe12 is used here, the magnitude is not
small compared to the diagonal components. Therefore, it is
potentially important to consider the off-diagonal compo-
nents in modeling the dissipation tensor, at least for the Rey-
nolds number studied.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the velocity filtered joint density function
and its transport equation as well as the structure of the SGS
velocity field are studied. Data obtained in the fully devel-
oped region of a turbulent air jetsRej =40 000d are used in
the analyses. An array consisting of three X-wires aligned in
the cross-stream direction is employed in conjunction with
Taylor’s hypothesis to form a two-dimensional filter to ob-
tain the VFJDF and other filtered variables. The width of the
filter is varied from 63 to 250 Kolmogorov scales by chang-
ing the spacing between the X wires.

The VFJDF and its transport equation are studied by
analyzing their conditional means with the resolvable-scale
velocity skuilLd, the SGS turbulent kinetic energyskLd, and
the filtered energy dissipation rateseLd as conditioning vari-
ables. The results show that these conditional statistics reveal
new structures of the SGS velocity and characteristics of the
VFJDF which are important for SGS modeling. Specifically,
the conditional VFJDF is found to be close to joint normal
whenkL is small, similar to the velocity JPDF generally ob-
served in fully developed turbulent flows. For largekL the
VFJDF obtained on the jet centerline has a uniform region.
Such a distribution has not been observed in fully developed
flows and suggests that the SGS velocity under such condi-
tions contains distinct structures. One possibility is an ap-
proximately linear structure such as plane strain and solid
body rotation. These structures could result from known co-
herent structures in turbulent jets and regions between them.
The VFJDF obtained at the off-centerline locationsy/x
=0.1d does not have a uniform region, probably due to the
resolvable-scale rotation associated with mean shear. When
the SGS velocity fields without resolvable-scale rotation are
used to obtain the VFJDF, a uniform region begins to emerge
at large SGS energy, indicating that the SGS turbulence is
still under rapid distortion.

Since the uniform VFJDF and the linear structures occur
at largekL values, we argue that the SGS turbulence is un-
dergoing local rapid distortion similar to that described by
Hunt and Carruthers.45 The SGS velocity gains significant
amount of energy from the structures and the gain exceeds
the dissipation, resulting in nonequilibrium. Thus the degree
of nonequilibrium may be used as an indicator of the local
rapid distortion. Further analyses of the VFJDF usingeL as
an additional conditioning variable show that the degree of
nonequilibrium largely determines the shape of the VFJDF
and therefore the structure of the SGS velocity fields.

FIG. 13. The off-diagonal component of the conditionally filtered dissipa-
tion rate tensorkke12uu1,u2lLukulL ,kLl / keLukLl (a and b). (c) The off-diagonal
component of the conditional dissipation rate tensorke12uu1,u2l / kel. The
u29 / s2kLd1/2 values are given in the legend. The conditions are the same as in
Fig. 11.
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The conditional dissipation tensor in the VFJDF equa-
tion shows some dependence on the SGS velocity, especially
for large SGS energy. In particular, the off-diagonal compo-
nent se12d is significant compared to the diagonal compo-
nents(the energy dissipation), suggesting that it may have
non-negligible influence on the VFJDF, at least for the Rey-
nolds number studied.

The local rapid distortion occurring at largekL has strong
implications for SGS modeling. Evolution of turbulence un-
der rapid distortion is determined by the amount and geom-
etry of the strain, independent of the strain rate. The VFJDF
equation contains no directional information, therefore is in-
sufficient to describe turbulence under rapid distortion. The
velocity-wavevector PDF model developed by Van Slooten
and Pope gives exact evolution of Reynolds stress, therefore
it may be beneficial if adapted to model the VFJDF. How-
ever, the added computational costs may limit its practical
applicability. In addition, eddy-viscosity models(often used
in LES of nonreacting flows) relate the SGS stress to the
resolvable-scale strain rate, therefore are qualitatively incor-
rect under the rapid distortion limit. To overcome this limi-
tation, additional variables containing directional informa-
tion can be used to supplement such models.57

The present study also has implications for studying and
modeling the velocity-scalar FJDF for turbulent reacting
flows. Since the diffusion layers(ramp-cliffs) in scalar fields
may be related to converging-diverging structures, the ap-
proximately linear SGS velocity at large SGS energy can
potentially have a strong influence on the SGS scalar.
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